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Kids are all hugely
different but one thing
they all share is a vivid
imagination and a desire
to make family and
friends laugh and giggle
along with them.

If only we could
channel that charm
and enthusiasm into
something useful,
wouldn't that be great?
Some kids can take
that a step further to
entertain and inform a
wider audience.
Voice over is a ready
outlet for children who
enjoy performing and
are ready to explore
new challenges. Voice
over is a smart way to
help your child
develop their
confidence and
introduce them to
ideas, knowledge and
information.

For younger children,
voice over works helps
with their reading skills
and their ability to
relate to adults outside
of their usual family or
school routines.

’

For very young
children, it will
reinforce learning by
listening to a parent
and repeating what
they have heard (with
their own voice and
personality).
Voice over is exciting, fun and always different. It doesn't
require any formal training or hard to learn techniques.
Voice over is open to any child with a fun and engaging
voice, good reading skills and a parent who has the time
and willingness to help them get started.
In short voice over is a way into a world of curiousity, work,
reward and self improvement.
Enjoy the guide.

There are two essential
basics to consider. Does
your child have a voice
that will sell and do they
have the personality to
let their voice discover
its identity and potential?
They don't need to be
confident and outgoing
at the start but it
certainly helps. It could
be climbing a tree or
dressing up; it really
doesn't matter but it
should be clear to you
that your child enjoys
being in the limelight
and is ready to be the
centre of attention.

Children can start to
receive voice over work
as young as four or five
usually working this
young is restricted to the
children of established
adult voice over talents.
Very young children
obviously aren't able to
read their own scripts so
rely on a parent to read
it to them before they
repeat the phrase or
sentence into the
microphone. The child is
so young that working
from home is clearly the
best option.

The optimal age to start
a voice over career is
seven or eight. Children
are now more confident
about trying new things
and they are starting to
have interests outside of
their family and school
routine. School lessons
including drama, music
and sport are all
beginning to increase
confidence and abilities.
There is also time in the
day now for new fun
hobbies before
homework comes along!
So you have child with an
interesting voice and a
fun, up for anything
personality. They have
possibly enjoyed some
school drama or other
confidence building
activities and you think
voice over might be a
something they would
enjoy.

You or your partner
have enough spare time
to ferry them to and
from the recording
studio, prepare short
scripts with them and
comply with child
employment legislation
by attending the session
as their chaperone.
Good! You are all ready
to start building your
child's voice over career.

Girls are better at voice
over work than boys.
Controversial I know but
certainly true at the
beginning.
Girls as young as four or
five are more inclined to
watch and learn a parent
who voices, or an older
sibling. Girls are
undoubtedly more
patient and more
diligent when it comes to
taking advice from an
engineer or a producer,
especially somebody
they know and trust.
Girls as young as four
can also really be heard
to be enjoying
themselves and wanting
to please mum or dad
who is usually the one
feeding them the lines to
repeat into the
microphone.

Girls are also more likely
to be a little ahead of the
boys in reading skills at
primary school.
The boys catch up fast
but, certainly in my
experience, at ages six,
seven and eight the girls
are more confident and
that can show judging by
the complexity of some
of the scripts they are
being asked to read. By
the time they are eight or
nine the girls confidently
working with scripts and
interacting with a
producer.

Learnt patience means that they will repeat difficult
sentences without tiring or getting bored. As they leave
Primary school many girls have developed a sound
foundation for future development as voice over
talents.
Below is an example of an 11-year-old's work. Izzy
started voicing at eight with simple language learning
projects, charity videos and easy corporate promos.
This exquisite piece of branding shows the power of a
child's voice to project a story and a memory of
childhood gone by.

Boys can be brilliant. Brash, excitable and noisy, you
can sometimes get to bottle a huge amount of energy
and talent in a very short time. That's a good thing
because often you only have a short time in the studio
before they get bored – and boredom is the voice over
producer's worst enemy. Without a doubt, parents
hoping to get boys into voice over will have to work
hard. Constant encouragement, bribery and a
willingness to accept that perhaps things will not work
out as planned are all skills that you'll need. A sense of
humour will be vital.
That said, boys quickly develop into conscientious and
hard working voice talents. They often love being the
centre of attention and can deliver great work, well
beyond your and their expectations. By the time the
kids are 11, it's pretty much even stevens.

Children need organising in lots of areas of their lives
and voice over gives you an all new set of organising to
get your head around as a busy parent. You will need
to find a way into the industry via an agency or a voice
over producer or friend who is already in the business.
You will need to organise a basic voice over showreel
(demo) for your child and keep it current or find
somebody to help you do that.
You will need to find a local studio that you can easily
get to straight from school. Better still you might be in
the voice industry yourself and may have or want to set
up recording facilities at home. Also, you'ill need to talk
to your local council and license your child to work at a
specific time and place.
You will then need to help your child prepare for the
voice over session and, quite likely, take them to and
attend the session at the studio while they work. You
would be there to vouchsafe their safety and well being
and it may well mean leaving work early and getting
home later than usual. All these topics are covered
later on but I just want to warn you! You will be the one
who will be doing the lion's share of the work and it's
more likely than not that nobody will thank you for it;
certainly not with hard cash!

Every child under 16 in the United Kingdom needs a
license before they can take part in any kind of paid
work. This particularly applies to professional acting
assignments which, of course, includes voice over
work. The license must be obtained from the local
council where the child lives and must be available for
inspection at the place of work where the child attends
to perform.
Licenses address all
relevant issues including
how much time the
performance will take,
where the child will be
performing, what fees are
being paid and who will be
accompanying the child as
their parent or
chaperone. employment
officer.
This is not the place for a detailed breakdown of child
employment law and how it applies to voice over but
it's vital to note that it's a major violation of the law to
allow your child to be employed without a license
being issued for that specific incidence of
employment. More information is available from your
local child employment officer.

The council application form is made up of two parts:
Part 1 is filled in by the client who is employing your
child and will be at the place of work; Part 2 is filled in
by the parent who must also supply a recent photo of
the child as well as a medical certificate showing they
are fit and able to work.
Many councils have the forms available online and, as
you get to know your child employment officer, you
may find that they don't require you to fill in all the
information every time your child works. Some councils
will issue a child an open license for six months if
they're working regularly. Where a child doesn't have
to miss any school (as is usual for most voice over
assignments) then licenses are sometimes issued more
quickly than usual, however, anything from three days
to 10 days+ is common as councils have different levels
of staffing and demand varies from one council to
another.
As a parent, you are not required to be background
checked or have any special chaperone qualifications
but this is only true when you are attending a voice
over session to supervise the welfare of your child. You
must be a trained chaperone to supervise a friend's
child. If in any doubt please consult your child
employment officer. For more information and a more
detailed discussion, please visit www.gov.uk and
http://www.voiceoverkids.co.uk/child-licenses/

When you stop to think about voice over you'll notice
just how much of it there is all around us. In shops, on
TV and the radio, in games, on buses and in post
offices. Safety announcements, public information,
toys and gadgets and of course the dreaded telephone
automated menus.. you just can't escape voice over
unless you live up a mountain.
These days of course most of us
are online for much of our
working day and the kids are no
exception. This is truly the first
generation who have been
introduced to the internet as
toddlers with their leap pads
and interactive toys.
They are as familiar with the concept of a voice coming
out of a speaker as they are with the voices of family
and friends. And society has been quick to recognise the
importance of children as a resource to encourage us to
buy, learn and exchange ideas. Kids' voices are
everywhere so let's look at what types of work are
appropriate for them and at what age. Remembering
that young children develop their 'out loud' reading
skills through practice and experience it's likely that they
will start with very basic work, usually as a second voice
to an adult voice.

Good examples would be online promos for products
bought by mum or dad for their children – for example,
fabric conditioners, adventure days out, Lego and
preschool toys. Very young voices are often used to
reinforce family relationships. One we worked on
recently was voiced by a small boy who was excited
that the painkillers his granny had started to use
meant that she could take him for a bike ride more
easily!
Slightly older kids who are free reading comfortably
will find their feet with language learning. Our kids are
heard in classrooms all over Europe and we're about to
start a language course for kids in South Korea. Basic
phrase sets and starting to read as characters quickly
helps kids develop confidence behind the mic, enabling
them to progress to more interesting types of work
that are usually voiced by children under ten. These
would include charity videos covering a range of issues
from rescue animals through to bullying at school or
research for illnesses that particularly affect children.
Of course, a producer will match the script to the right
age range ensuring that the child is always comfortable
with the content. Some of our best work has been in
this field and it's exciting to see children realising they
are making a difference to other kids' lives through the
delivered message.

Charity work is an excellent insight into why children
have a unique place in voice over. Their authenticity,
sincerity and curiosity cannot be reproduced by adults
however skilled they are as voice talents.

Ethan for Barnado's Children in a Digital Age

As children get older they hit a truly sweet spot for
their careers. After 10, the best talents are able to
command TV commercials, games and other highend projects that will really test their abilities. They
can and do market everything to a world that is
constantly looking for new and exciting talent.
Bottled water, toothbrushes, family cars, holidays,
home design, console games and much, much more.
If you can think of it there's almost certainly a child
sitting down in a studio about to deliver a voice over

A demo reel is how you get your child's voice out into
the marketplace. It's how clients will initially make a
shortlist by listening to several children who meet their
voice brief. So you won't get far without one but before
you start googling for voice over reel providers let's
pause for a second.

Childrens' voices change very quickly so unless your
child starts to win work quickly it's potentially a waste
of money. A better idea, at least initially, is to find out
if you can get access to a voice over booth or basic
set up via your child's school, drama club or a local
friend who is involved with music or audio
production. Chances are you will be able to find a
perfectly adequate solution close to home without
having to go to great expense. Once you are
confident that you can record some starter material
then here are some quick guidelines to help you.

Think carefully about your child's age and reading
ability and choose something easy and fun for them to
read. Go to www.voiceoverkids.co.uk and have a read
of the latest blog posts. There's lots of good info on
reels and, importantly, a host of sample scripts for you
and your kids to prepare and read in their own time.
Once you've selected a few good scripts, preferably
from more than one source and ideally choosing
something that plays to your child's strengths then it's
time to record. Before you start, be sure to listen to
some professional demos to similar aged children on
our own demos page and set yourself and your child
some clear and easy targets.
You should look for some guidance about how to set
up the microphone with the voice and how to record
quietly without paper rustles, tummy rumbles and
fidgety noises. We'll come back to being in the studio
and, for the moment, sound quality isn't that important
for the demo. Remember to include 2-3 pieces and try
to encourage some different delivery styles. Keep it
short (90 seconds max) and remember it doesn't have
to be totally professional and polished. That comes
with experience and, hopefully before too long, your
child's demo will feature actual real paid voice over
work which is by far the best advert for their voice.

Having a studio close to
where you live and
where your child goes
to school is really
important. The basic
requirements are a
good engineer, a
sound-treated space
and quality
microphone, plus a
communications
package that enables
the client to talk to the
voice talent direct or
the other participants
in the studio (Skype is
the most common).
The sound engineer will be responsible for everything
to do with the production of the voice over recording.
Their job is to make the child comfortable and relaxed
and help them become familiar with the microphone
and the space they are working in. Once you have
found a reasonable cost studio engineer it's really
worth building a good relationship with them as they
will make your child's voice sound as good as it is
possible to sound.

Depending on the type of
job and the budget, it's
possible that the client
may want you to travel to
a studio that suits their
requirements but, for the
majority of jobs, it's more
likely that your own local
solution will be more than
sufficient. I always try and
avoid having the kids
travel to London unless
it's really necessary.
It's likely that the studio
fee will come out of the
fee you negotiate for your
child. Don't be put off by
this as working with a
local sound engineer in a
convenient and close
location is a good
investment for everyone
concerned. You should be
able to find a good fit for
your needs for as little as
£40/hour and upwards.

–

If you can't readily find the right studio solution
through using your own local contacts, then try
www.voiceoverstudiofinder.com which is a directory
of home studios and small production facilities mainly
in London and the UK.
One last note on studios: don't be tempted to build
your own at home. It may prove to be a white
elephant if your children decide they don't enjoy voice
over work and it puts pressure on you to be
responsible for the delivery of good quality audio files.
Unless you are a professional voice over talent
yourself and familiar with a platform like Protools then
you are much better off paying for a solution close to
home. My ideal voice talent is one where a local voice
over talent shares her studio with her kids and their
friends.

This is where it starts to get difficult but let's assume
that you have ticked the boxes so far. Your child enjoys
acting and is a good reader; you have the time and
resources to take them from school to a studio; you
have looked into local authority licensing and
understand the procedure; you have a local studio that
meets your requirements and you've put together your
child's first showreel. Well then, let's look at how you
go about finding them paid work and developing those
early steps into a rewarding activity that will serve
them right through school, university and beyond.
The most difficult step is making the first attempts at
finding work. There are dozens if not hundreds of voice
over companies, voice over producers and voice over
agents offering voice over services. Only a small
number of these companies or individuals will be
working with children – most prefer to stay clear of an
area where fees are generally lower and there is more
administrative work than they are used to. Several
companies do have specialist departments for young
voices notably Earache, Hobsons and Soho Voices.
There are a few specialist companies similar to
Voiceover Kids including Kidztalk who are well known
in the industry but who tend to work with kids local to
their studio premises.

Building a relationship with one or two of these
companies is a good long-term strategy but they will
want to see that your local authority can issue licenses
quickly and that you have an good studio solution that
they can offer to their clients.
Meanwhile, there are 'pay to play' websites where you
can showcase your child's talent and clients can ask
you to arrange bespoke auditions. These sites can be
free for a basic profile but they all offer varying
services so do check which works best for you. Beware
of parting with any money until you understand what
their services comprise; some of the more reliable sites
include Bodalgo, Voices.com, The Voice Realm and
Voices123.
At the time of writing, I am not aware of whether
minors are able to have their own profiles on these
sites although Voiceover Kids successfully represents a
sample of boys and girls' voices on Voices.com at no
cost to us or the talents.
Finally I think it's important to try and develop your
own network of contacts. Get in touch with your
friends in the media and the acting world. Send your
demos to studios and the local acting and voice over
community. It's also worth reaching out via social
media using voiceover hashtags as well as following
companies you think might be able to offer your
children a first opportunity. Good luck!

Children should get paid the same as adults but in
reality they tend to be offered lower rates possibly
because clients don't think of them as having
mortgages and bills to pay. In truth they should be
offered higher rates because of all the parental
support and admin that's needed before the session.
In reality, children can expect to earn a minimum of
£125 for a short basic language learning session. After
deducting a studio fee, the minimum you should
expect to earn should be no less than £75. Most
sessions are better paid than language work although
this type of work is plentiful and helps with developing
confidence and skills. Corporate video, online promos
and other types of work can pay much higher rates.
For a more detailed guide
visit
www.gravyforthebrain.com.
Remember these are
guides only and it's a
competitive industry, so
you may be offered less
than you would expect.

Agencies, producers
and pay-to-play sites all
apply different margins
or commission rates.
As your child gains
experience, you'll start
to get a feel for what a
gig should be paying.
At Voiceover Kids we
apply quite a high
margin but we ensure
all our kids are paid
directly as soon as the
client is happy with the
delivered work. This is
definitely an important
factor when agreeing a
deal with prospective
clients. You don't want
to waste your time
chasing payments if
you can agree a great
deal where payment is
instant.

This is only a very brief introduction to child voice
overs. There is a wealth of well-written and wellresearched information online that looks at all aspects
of building a voice over career. Several UK companies
offer voice over training for adults and young people
which can also be useful for children. The Voiceover
Network, Gravy for the Brain and British Equity and
others are all reputable resources for voice actors.
Googling agencies, producers, voice over studios and
audio production companies many of whom will be big
players in the industry. It's up to you to research them
and encourage your children to develop their skills.
I'll leave you with one important thought which is
simply this: your child must enjoy voice over work if
they’re going to be good at it. The moment this starts
being about your ambition for their career is the
moment you need to pause and reflect. Like any
activity they pursue at school or in their spare time,
voice over is only ever going to be a hobby with
benefits.
Good luck and thank you for your donation to Leo
House. All funds raised from this short introduction to
voice overs helps support their important work.
Please check the Voiceover Kids website regularly for
any updates which will include more specific detailed
content and Brighton-based training courses.

James Bonallack set up
Voiceover Kids in 2015
after working in the
voice over industry for
30 years.
Voiceover Kids is now a
recognised leader in
providing talented young
voices age 4-18 for ads,
film, e-learning
programmes and a wide
range of other projects.

Voiceover Kids record
from professional home
studios all over the
world and are often
available at short notice.
As a specialist voice
production company,
we work closely with
clients and parents to
make sure kids enjoy
what they're doing and
have a good experience.

